Eric G. King is a political prisoner sentenced to 90 years for the attempted liberation of an anarchist prisoner in 1976. He has published many writings since his incarceration.

Bill Dunne is an anti-authoritarian anarchist prisoner sentenced to 90 years for the attempting liberation of an anarchist prisoner in 1979. He has begun a jailhouse lawyer and prison activist. Christopher will use any anarchist literature he receives to support his imprisonment, he has become a jailhouse lawyer and prison activist. Christopher Young is a gay Moorish and Mississippi Native American prisoner in 1979. He has published many writings since his incarceration.


Debbie Sims Africa is one of the MOVE 9. There are currently seven MOVE activists in prison each serving 100 years after being framed for the murder of a cop in 1979. Merle Africa and Phil Africa died in prison in 1998 and 2015, respectively. MOVE is an eco-revolutionary group dedicated to liberation struggles.

Dr. Mutulu Shakur has been imprisoned since 1986 for activities in support of the Black Liberation Movement, and contributes to the struggle and legacy of his late stepson Tupac Shakur. Before imprisonment Dr. Shakur was an educator and healer, working to lessen the stranglehold of addiction in the Bronx, later his work in harm reduction included organizing a historic gang truce between the Bloods and the Crips at Lompoc Pententiary, and working with Tupac to create a platform for harm reduction principles for gang activities, known as The Code of Thug Life.

From 1971 to 1973, the Virgin Islands rebelled against U.S. colonial occupation. On September 6th, 1972, eight tourists were gunned down at the Rockefeller-owned golf course on the island of St. Croix. U.S. colonial troops carried out a series of repression acts of violence against the Black community, including over 100 interrogations. 5 supporters of the Virgin Islands independence movement, including Hanif, were apprehended and charged with the attack. In 1973 the 5 were sentenced to consecutive life sentences. Address envelope to Beaumont Gerera.

Christopher Young is a gay Moorish and Mississippi Native American imprisoned since 1997 for capital murder and armed robbery. Since his imprisonment, he has become a jailhouse lawyer and prison activist. Christopher will use any anarchist literature he receives to start an anarchist social movement book club at his prison.

Nicolie Kissane is sentenced to 21 months of federal prison for alleged relief to thousands of animals from fur farms and other economic damage to the fur industry across multiple states.

August 23rd, 1943

Russell Maroon Shoats is a dedicated community activist founding member of the Black Unity Council, former member of the Black Panther Party and soldier in the Black Liberation Army. He is serving multiple life sentences as a US-held prisoner of war.

Ronald Reed is a civil rights activist who organized for black history courses and against racist teachers at St. Paul Central High School and helped integrate college campuses in Minnesota in the 1960s. Reed's activism drew him towards revolutionary theory and political street theater in St. Paul with the Black United Front. In 1995, Reed was arrested and convicted of first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit first-degree-murder for the 1970 shooting of a St. Paul police officer. He is serving life in prison.

August 27th, 1946

Ronald A. Dhafir is an American physician targeted after September 11th, 2001. He started the charity, Al Fakhoora, to respond to the humanitarian crisis created by the Gulf War and US sanctions on Iraq. The charity was charged with violating the sanctions, and when Dhafir refused to pay bail, the government falsely charged the charity with fraud.

AUGUST 23RD-30TH IS THE WEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH ANARCHIST PRISONERS. DO SOMETHING IN YOUR COMMUNITY. w w w . s o l i d a r i t y . i n t e r n a t i o n a l
This August, join others in your community to send birthday cards to political prisoners to remind them that they are not forgotten.

**TIME:**

**DATE:**

**LOCATION:**

**SPONSORING ORGANIZATION:**